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SPECIAL SUMMER
NAMM ISSUE!
It was hot in Nashville this summer, both outside and
inside the Nashville Convention Center where the latest
NAMM Show took place. Yes, there was more great new
gear on display (no surprise) and we were there to docu-
ment the event for all of you. From sophisticated synths
to great guitars to the newest groove making modules,
you’ll find our complete report inside! — SEE PAGE 3

AVALON DESIGNS
Unique design features. The highest quality components.
Whether you are recording a solo vocalist, capturing the
nuance of an acoustic instrument, mastering a CD or re-
cording symphonies, the new line of processors from
Avalon Designs will take you to the leading edge of ana-
log technology to bring the art of recording closer to the
essence of the original performance.   — SEE PAGE 7

INTRODUCING THE SPIDER
Picture if you will a brand-new combo amp with 4 pro-
grammable channels filled with totally new tones. The
Spider Series from Line 6 provides a far wider range of
unique tones than any other amplifier in its class and is
designed to offer all the benefits of the company’s
TubeTone modeling in an eye-grabbing package at a sur-
prisingly affordable price.  — SEE PAGE 10

PLUS: Korg’s hot new Electribe Modules
and Triton Workstation, Alesis Masterlink
Update, Soundware Scene and much more!

Sweetwater named “Retailer of the Year” Page 5

CREATE NOW WHILE
BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE!

ROLAND V-MIXING SYSTEM
TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY IS HERE TODAY!

With all the home, project and pro studio recording options out there, it’s tough to
know where to start. Of course you want something powerful and flexible that fits within your
budget. But an equally important necessity is to start with a system that will grow with you as your needs grow. We
could get into a lengthy discussion of hard disk recording vs. tape-based recording, but that’s an issue for another
forum. Let’s just say you want a flexible solution that will allow you to expand as your needs (and budget) change.

Now call us partial if you’d like, but we do sell an awful lot of Digidesign products. And we’ve had tremen-
dous support from the company, not to mention overwhelming responses from customers who have bought their
hardware and software. So when we tell you about their great new products, we’ll admit up front that we’re a bit
biased. But please, read on and judge for yourself . . .

Essentially, Digidesign is rebuilding itself from the ground up. How, you may ask. Well as a start, the company
is going to be offering two separate product lines. From now on, the home and project products will be marketed
under the new name Digi (which many of us called the company anyway). Meanwhile, their high-end professional
gear will retain the Digidesign name. So what’s the real difference (after all, the lines between semi pro and pro
are getting somewhat blurred, to say the least)? Basically, Digi products are all host-based — that is, they run using
the processing power of the host computer, either Mac or PC. Digidesign products meanwhile are hardware-driven
— that is, the actual processing gets done by the Digidesign product(s) rather than by the host computer. Yes, this
is a simplification, but it really helps see where the company is going, and you can’t help but like the fact that they
want the end user (that’s you) to know immediately whether they are looking at a low to mid price product or the
somewhat more expensive (but more powerful) high-end professional gear.                  — Continued on Next Page

When Roland introduced the original VS-880 Digital Studio in
1996, few had any idea that an affordable, self-contained, all-digital

recording workstation would meet with such an unprecedented level
of success. But several short years later, the V-Studio has become

somewhat of a de facto standard in affordable digital workstations, open-
ing the door to powerful recording, editing, effects processing, mixing

and mastering, and audio CD burning to more than 120,000 users world-
wide. And that number is growing daily!       — Continued on Page 6
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— Continued from Front Page
In any event, the beauty of all this is that every Digi product can be expanded or

upgraded to become a full Digidesign product. Example: Digi offers Pro Tools LE soft-
ware which can be upgraded to the full Pro Tools 5.0 package should you ever require
its additional high-end post production features (some additional hardware is required).
All of this is being unveiled at this year’s AES Show and a lot of the minute details regard-
ing each product (including the suggested list prices) are still being finalized as we go to
press, but we thought this was pretty exciting news and we wanted to get you the infor-
mation now to help you make informed decisions about current or future software and
hardware purchases (with the aid of your friendly, knowledgeable Sales Engineer, of course).

Let’s talk a little about some of the new product line (again keeping in mind that this
is preliminary information): For the home and project studio, Digidesign offers two inte-
grated, easy-to-use packages for recording. Both Digi 001 and Digi ToolBox XP offer
the ability to record, edit, sequence, process and mix both audio and MIDI. And both are
fully upgradable to the company’s award-winning Pro Tools|24 workstations. By invest-
ing in a Digidesign system from the start, you’ll use the same basic software the pros use.
When you’re ready to make that quantum leap into the professional ranks, you’ll already
have a direct line to the world’s premiere digital audio workstations. Digidesign’s TDM-
based Pro Tools|24 and Pro Tools|24 MIX are used in more professional music studios and
post-production facilities than all other digital audio workstations combined.

As mentioned, Digidesign will unveil its Pro Tools LE software at the AES Show. It
includes everything you need for quality home recording, including the industry’s most
intuitive, widely used editing interface, full MIDI sequencing, 24 playback tracks of audio,
real-time and file based effects processing, a DigiRack bundle of real-time effects and
access to many additional Digidesign and third-party Plug-Ins. Pro Tools LE — a scaled-
down, yet feature-laden version of Pro Tools — has all the dynamic automation capabili-
ties, intuitive navigation and basic editing tools Pro Tools is famous for. Up to 24 playback
tracks of audio are possible at up to 24-bit resolution. It offers five inserts and sends per
track for Plug-In routing and provides up to 16 busses. In fact, Pro Tools LE contains all the
MIDI features of the standard Pro Tools package.

Included with Pro Tools LE are two Plug-In platforms that provide multiple options for
effects processing. AudioSuite is a file-based Plug-In format, allowing you to create a
new file with the processed sound. Real-Time AudioSuite (RTAS) is a host-based
architecture that allows an effect to change and be dynamically automated in real time as
the audio plays back. Together, these two platforms provide a wide range of creative pos-
sibilities for processing audio. With the DigiRack bundle of Plug-Ins, you have plenty of
processing power to get you started. Several Third Party Development Partners are also
creating Plug-Ins for the RTAS format, and we’ll be giving you full details on these in
upcoming issues (if you can’t wait, your Sales Engineer can fill you in immediately). RTAS
Plug-In routing looks very similar to the TDM routing on Pro Tools|24 and Pro Tools|24 MIX
systems. Although TDM is a more advanced and expandable technology, this transparent
appearance again makes it easy to make the switch to a TDM-based system later.

Exciting developments are also currently underway to include a brand new Digidesign
technology in the RTAS format. DirectConnect allows your favorite software-based syn-
thesizers or samplers to be independently routed, recorded, processed and mixed in the

Pro Tools LE mixing environment. Not only does DirectConnect provide a 24-bit audio path
from your software-based applications into Pro Tools, it lets you automate and process that
audio just like any other audio in your mixing environment. Expected availability for Mac OS
is early 2000 with Windows 98 support to follow.

Digidesign will also be unveiling their full version of the Pro Tools software, Pro Tools
5.0 at AES. There’s so much to tell you about, so many new features and significant enhance-
ments, that we just cannot fit everything into this one article — sorry. A full length feature
article on Pro Tools 5.0 will appear in our next issue. What’s important is that you know two
things: First, this is easily the largest software project Digidesign has ever undertaken! Sec-
ond, your Sales Engineer has all the information you need about this exciting new software.

For home project studios requiring multiple options in a single, integrated package at a
low price, Digi 001 (see cover photo) is the per-
fect solution. Digi 001 is a complete audio/MIDI,
hardware/software solution in one box from the
leaders in digital audio. Digi 001 comes packed
with all the I/O options you need: Eight analog
ins, eight analog outs, eight channels of ADAT
optical I/O and two S/PDIF channels — all at 24-
bit resolution. In essence, you have access to up
to 18 simultaneous inputs and 20 simultaneous
outputs. It also comes with a one-in, one-out MIDI
interface built in, a footswitch for QuickPunch
control, and an additional pair of analog monitor
outputs with volume control.

Two of the eight analog ins on the Digi 001
include high-quality mic pre-amplifiers with gain
control and phantom power. This reduces the need
to incorporate a separate mixer. Instead, you can plug in an instrument or microphones, set
the levels and start recording. Digi 001 is the first completely self-contained, full featured
hardware interface for home and project studio recording. With Pro Tools LE software, this
cross-platform unit is the perfect place to begin building your dream studio. Note: When
you’re ready to move up to a fully professional Pro Tools|24 or Pro Tools|24 MIX system,
Digidesign offers an attractive upgrade offer.

Also getting a “facelift” is the popular ToolBox, now known as ToolBox XP. The vener-
able Audiomedia III card has established itself as the most popular interface card ever for
budget conscious audio production. Audio enthusiasts of all disciplines use this simple PCI
card to get CD-quality audio into and out of their computer. With 18-bit analog stereo I/O

and 24-bit S/PDIF digital I/O, the Audiomedia III makes it easy to interface with any mixer or
to transfer DAT recordings. Audiomedia III is the centerpiece of Digi ToolBox XP,
Digidesign’s cross-platform solution for budget-conscious multimedia, sound de-
sign and music applications. Now, with Pro Tools LE, Digi ToolBox XP has everything
you need in a single, cost-effective package. Even given the low cost of this system,

you still get up to full 24-track capabilities, depending upon your host computer. (Note: Pro
Tools LE for Windows 98 is coming soon. The current Windows version of ToolBox XP in-
cludes Sonic Foundary’s Acid and Sound Forge. Pro Tools LE will be available free to all Digi
ToolBox XP for Windows owners when the software becomes available.)

Finally, Digidesign will be introducing the new 1622 I/O (photo at top of page) at AES.
The 1622 is Digidesign’s highest-quality, low-price I/O interface designed for connecting
entire racks of MIDI gear to Pro Tools for mixing. There are sixteen 20-bit analog inputs with
(get this) built-in noise reduction which provide ultra-clean A/D conversion for your synthe-
sizer gear. Plus you get two channels of direct inputs designed specifically for guitars and
basses plus a two-channel S/PDIF port. You get balanced or unbalanced operation via TRS
connectors and switchable +4 dBu / -10dBV operating mode, all software controllable. Just
as we couldn’t possibly fit in information about Pro Tools 5.0, you have to figure that this
interface deserves a whole article of its own.

As we mentioned earlier, a lot of this hardware and software is getting last minute
attention prior to the official unveiling at the AES Show, so please watch these pages for
additional information and final pricing. And once again, please call your Sweetwater Sales
Engineer for additional information on these amazing new Digidesign products.

Digidesign: Creative Tools for Today Plus Future Expandability

The Digi 001 Card
plugs right into
your Mac or PC
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By Michael Summers
The word for this year’s Summer

NAMM in Nashville was “hot!” — and we
don’t just mean the new equipment. The
weather this NAMM weekend combined the el-
ements of a scorching kiln and a steaming
swamp. It made checking out Nashville’s vibrant
music scene a little taxing for your NAMM Re-
port staff; we often were caught between heat
exhaustion and country music, and I now can
testify that anyone who claims they would
rather endure any manner of excruciating hard-
ship than listen to country music is not speaking
from experience. But the Jurassic climate couldn’t
dampen our enthusiasm for checking out the great new
gear Summer NAMM ’99 had to offer, and there was quite a
lot of gold to be found on the vast, air-conditioned floor of the
Nashville Convention Center.

We waded through the crowds, poked among the booths,
and asked lots of questions – the most oft repeated of which
was: “Could you repeat that again? I couldn’t hear you over
the noise from the acoustic drum displays.”

Sweetwater’s Summer NAMM ’99 report is a compilation
of the most exciting brand new music technology equipment
we found, as well as some important upgrades, progress re-
ports on up-coming gear, and a few hidden gems we thought
you should know about. Please keep in mind that this is not
intended as a complete listing of all new or relevant products
debuted at this NAMM show, nor is all of the information here
guaranteed to be 100% correct. In many cases, manufacturers
are still solidifying things like price, availability, and features.
We gathered all we could from the things that caught our eye.
We hope you enjoy this first sneak preview. A full report is
available on our Web site. All prices quoted are retail.

AARDVARK. The makers of some of the world’s finest
sync devices have released the Aark DirectPro ($645). It’s a

direct-to-PC studio interface box with 24-bit shielded con-
verters. It features very nice software-based digital signal rout-
ing and onboard no-latency, real time DSP effects that can be
routed to monitor only, record tracks, or route to external paths.
Effects include reverb, EQ, dynamics, etc. The Direct Pro also
comes with Aardvark’s usual low-jitter clock. They claim this
box does away with the need for analog mixers and outboard
effects and it got great reviews from your NAMM Report staff.

ALESIS. Generating the most interest from recording pro-
fessionals was their new MasterLink ML9600 ($1,699), a
high-resolution Master Disk Recorder that combines hard disk

NAMM after dark: Outside the Nashville Arena

record-
ing, digital
signal pro-
c e s s i n g ,
mastering and
CD creation in
one device. They
assert that, at its
price point, it effec-
tively replaces DAT
machines and CD Re- corders. But the really re-
markable thing about MasterLink is Alesis’ patent-pending
CD24 technology. This means that MasterLink is the world’s

first system capable of producing CDs that
record and play with up to 24-bit, 96kHz reso-
lution. The MasterLink doesn’t require spe-
cial, expensive CD-Rs; it works with the same
CD-Rs you use right now. Future upgrades
for the MasterLink can be uploaded as they
become available via the internal CD-R drive.
If you own a recording facility of any size the
MasterLink is something you should defi-
nitely look into. There were also a few new
additions to Alesis’ excellent GT line of mi-
crophones. The AM30 ($499) and the AM40
($799) Slimline Condenser microphones are
designed for close-miking acoustic or am-
plified instruments, and can be used in both
live and studio work. The AM30 uses high
quality, low noise Class-A FET circuitry, while
the AM40 is one of the only mics that uses
tube technology in a front-addressed slimline
condenser. Another new GT microphone, the
AM11 ($399) is a large diaphragm studio

condenser made for recording vocals. The sound and perfor-
mance of the AM11 are definitely up to professional standards,
and it’s surprisingly affordable.

Several manufacturers weighed in with electronic drum
kits this year, though if the thundering from the acoustic manu-
facturers’ booths is anything to go by, the electronic sets are
still some ways away from becoming the dominant drum life-
form. The Alesis DM Pro Kit ($2,599) combines the authen-
ticity and variety of sound found in their DM Pro drum ma-
chine with a great-feeling drum pad set. It’s a full package that
includes the Drum Module, snare pad, tom pads, cymbal pads,
beater kick drum (can be used with almost any pedal) high-

hat pedal, cables, drum rack and module mount. The pads and
triggers have very good sensitivity and response. As far as
sounds go, there are total of 1,664 sounds in the DM Pro Drum
Module, with a PCMCIA-format card slot in the expandable
drum module for adding more sounds. Another cool thing about
the DM Pro Kit: the cymbals are mounted on springs, so there’s
a little give when they’re struck, like a real cymbal.
Finally, the DG8 64-voice Expandable Digital Grand Piano
($2,499) held a prominent position in the Alesis booth, and
for good reason. The sound was gorgeous, and the keyboard,
with 88 velocity sensitive, hammer-action style weighted keys,
was extremely playable. Inside the DG8 are some of the most
high-quality stereo piano sounds we’ve heard, and if the sounds

stopped at the pianos it still would have been a pretty amaz-
ing instrument. But there are a total of 88 preset programs

in the DG8, all of which can take your breath away. With
24 megabytes of sound ROM onboard, there are very

few other digital pianos or synths that can match the
DG8 for quality and performance. It’s also expand-

able. Easily one of the most impressive instruments
we saw this year.

    ARMOURED CABLE. In the “why didn’t we
think of that” department comes Armoured

Cable. Also distributed by Samson, they
make instrument cable that’s . . . well,

armoured (armored?). The wires are covered
by the same flexible, stainless steel outer jacket that

you’ll find, still intact, in vandalized pay phones every-
where. In fact, we’re told that’s where the idea came from. The
wires on the inside are George Ls, a time-tested brand that
offers great, dependable performance and low noise.

ASHDOWN. Distributed in the US by HHB, this com-
pany makes some funky, retro-looking bass amps with high-
tech innards. The ABM (that’s Ashland Bass Magnifiers) Se-
ries of heads, cabinets and combos deliver a full, fat, mud-
free bass sound while offering bass players the control they
need. They also have two Acoustic Radiator cabinets that sport
a cool '50s design while delivering the kind of modern clarity
and tone any '50s guitar slinger would have killed for. This
gear has such a distinctive look that it’s tempting to get a little
suspicious about the quality of the stuff inside, but you should

— Continued on Next Page

What would a NAMM Show be without guitar gear? Here
an attendee gets the lowdown on the new Line 6 pedals.
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definitely try them out. You just might be surprised.

AUDIO-TECHNICA had a fine new large diaphragm con-
denser microphone, the AT-4047 SV ($635), which deserves
to take its place among the best of Audio-Technica’s recording
mics. It features transformer coupled output and a specially
tuned element. The AT-4047 SV is designed to deliver sonic
characteristics similar to old FET studio microphones, and it
does, bringing out all the nuance and subtleties of quieter,
more textured sounds that are sometimes difficult to capture
during recording.

BOSS. We saw a great demo of the PS-5 Super Shifter
($249), their new guitar effects pedal. In this one pedal you
get an arsenal of great pitch shifting and tremolo effects, in-
cluding “intelligent,” key-specific pitch shifting of single notes
using simple Pitch and
Key knobs with scale
display, and more. With
the PS-5 you can stretch
and contort your guitar
strings to your heart’s
content, coming out
with the most hellacious
sounds imaginable, and
your guitar doesn’t go
out of tune!

BROWNSVILLE .
Named after a neighbor-
hood in Brooklyn and
distributed by Samson,
Brownsville makes electric guitars that will have you smokin’
in any room. The Choirboy ($439) is a slim, hollow body
guitar with a bound body, three single-coil pickups, and a five-
way position switch. Its F-hole gives it a unique sound that
mixes grit and chime. It comes in three colors: Sea Foam,
Burgundy Mist, and Midnight Black. The Thug ($369) is a
flashier proposition. It’s also a hollow body, with two single-
coil pickups and a three-way position switch. You have a choice
of three “sparkle” finishes: Red, Laser Blue, and Silver. Both
the Thug and the Choirboy are very lightweight and feature an
adjustable bridge and truss rod.

CAKEWALK. Their Guitar Studio 2 ($249) Multitrack
recording software looks very good, and more than lives up to
Cakewalk’s promise to create a program that specifically ad-
dresses the needs of guitarists. Guitar Studio 2 now works
with any type of guitar, providing you with up to 16 tracks of
audio along with MIDI, and up to 16 simultaneous, realtime
audio effects. The Session Drummer plug-in is included so
you can create exciting, professional drum tracks. Also just
out is Metro 5 ($249), Cakewalk’s complete Multitrack Mac
Recording Studio. It features up to 64 tracks of audio along
with MIDI, and provides all the tools you need for producing
fully professional audio recordings, composing and record-
ing songs, and even syncing to film, video and QuickTime mov-
ies. They were also showing the GrooveMaker ($55), a DJ /
dance-styled digital audio tool with an eye-catching graphics
layout: Circular rather than the usual display configuration.
You can call up random effects, and the beats and sounds are
all license free, so you can use them where you will.

DIGIDESIGN. Great stuff! See this issue’s cover story.
HARTKE. After changing the face of bass with their spec-

tacular amplifiers, Hartke is bringing their expertise with the
low end into some new areas – the bass itself! Their series of
4 and 5 string basses are sure to be greeted with enthusiasm
by bass players everywhere. Sound-wise and performance-
wise, these instruments offer the excellence and playing ease
bass players have been looking for. They sound as good on
the high end as they do on the low: Precise, driving, and pow-
erful. Their top-of-the-line XL Basses include the XL-4 four-
string ($2,399) and the XL-5 five-string ($TBA). These
handcrafted guitars feature a patented chrome headstock and

The Alesis booth: Everyone wanted a look at their hot new MasterLink

Finally, enough acoustic guitars for the average guitarist!

EMG P-J active pickups w/preamp. Next up are the XK-4
($999.99) and the XK-5 ($TBA), with a poplar body, P-J pick-
ups and that patented chrome plated headstock. Finally, there
are the AK-4 ($499.99) and the AK-5 ($569.99), featuring a
contoured Basswood body, two active “soap bar” pickups and
2-band active EQ. Believe it or not, Hartke is also coming out
with a series of amplifiers for acoustic guitar. The AG30
($279.99) and the AG15 ($199.99) promise to do for acoustic
guitars what Hartke has already done for basses.

KAWAI. Their MP9000 Professional Stage Piano
($1,317 or $1,442 w/case) boasts Enhanced AWA Grand Ac-
tion, which means its 88 wooden keys operate a series of ham-
mers that are perfectly balanced and weighted to recreate the
feel of an authentic Grand Piano. The MP9000 also serves as
a full function MIDI controller, with two Internal Zones and

two External MIDI zones
combined to create one
of 64 performance set-
ups. You can chain up to
16 setups for instant ac-
cess using Link Mode.

KORG. Their new
OASYS CPI audio card
($2,399) ranks as one of
the most unique things
we saw at this year ’s
Summer NAMM. It inte-
grates top-of-the-line
synthesis, effects pro-
cessing, and computer

audio I/O. The sounds are great, especially the organ tone
modeler. OASYS also features 24-bit processing, open archi-
tecture, 100 effects, and MIDI syncable LFOs. The Mac ver-
sion will be out in a few months, the version for other systems
following soon after. Korg also showed off the D16 ($2,399),
a 16-track, all-in-one digital recorder, mixer and effects ma-
chine. It’s sort of like a bigger, improved version of their popu-
lar D8, with fantastic performance, convenience, and the ver-
satility every artist looks for in their gear. What impressed us
most was Triton, Korg’s very powerful keyboard / workstation
/ sampler. There are three
models, the basic 61-key
Triton ($2,700), the 76-key
Triton Pro ($3,200), and
the 88 weighted action key
Triton Pro X ($3,800). They
have a very extensive list of
capabilities and feature the
new HI (Hyper Integrated)
synthesis system, which in-
cludes 62 voices of unbe-
lievable quality. See Page 11
for more.

LINE 6. They had three
cool new Stomp Box Mod-
elers ($289 each) that could
easily turn out to be as successful as their incredibly popular
POD. The DL4 Delay Modeler features programmable de-
lay and a 14-second loop sampler, with digital modeling of 16
different vintage delay and echo effects. The MM4 Modula-
tion Modeler includes amazing modulation effects like Uni-
Vibe, Phase 90, CE-1 Chorus, and many others. Finally, the
DM4 Distortion Modeler delivers some very tasty distor-
tion tones that sound every bit as nasty as their names: Fuzz
Face, Big Muff, Rat Octavia, and others. All of the boxes have
4 programmable presets; bass, middle and treble controls; true
bypass switching; and work with an expression pedal.

MACKIE. Now get this: their 1642 VLZ Pro ($999) has
a higher model number than their other VLZ mixers, but it’s
less expensive. In fact, this mixer is a streamlined version of
their popular 1604VLZ mixer. It’s an excellent solution for home — Continued on Page 8

recording,
l ive-sound
reinforcement,
DJs, permanent
installations . . . in
short, everything
you’ve come to look
for from Mackie – a
versatile, no-nonsense
mixer you can count on for
great performance. It fea-
tures 16 channels – 8 mic/
line, 2 mic/stereo line and 2 stereo-line – 4 subs,
and Mackie’s XDR professional-grade microphone preamps.

MARSHALL. “A perfect replica of a Marshall Stack – at
one-eighth the size.” Well, not quite that small, but even though
the sight of the new Micro-Stacks ($399) from Marshall might
remind you of the Stonehenge scene from Spinal Tap, there is
nothing laughable about their sound. They are indeed tiny
Marshall stacks, and by that I mean they are powerful! And in
all seriousness, they make a lot more sense in a small venue
than the big towers of your guitar god dreams. Check them
out. There was also an effects pedal board called Toneworks
($350), a versatile device for live applications. If the demon-
stration we got was anything to go by, Toneworks is a great
tool for guitarists who want to expand what their instrument
can do on-stage. It models not only vintage effects from all
eras of rock, but vintage heads and cabinets. The distortion

effects are labeled by
decade rather than type.
You can choose from
'60s, '70s, '80s, and
'90s distortion (think
Kinks to Limp Bizkit), as
well as a host of other
variations from all kinds
of genres. It can even
create guitar loops and
samples. Very cool.

MARTIN. As usual,
they were showing
some beautiful new
acoustics. The SPD12-
16R ($2,200) is a 12-

string guitar from their 16 Series with  a solid East Indian rose-
wood top, back and sides and a gentle cutaway. The guitar
player in search of something a little different from the norm
should check out the SP00-16RST ($2,500). It’s called
Stauffer and features a 12-fret neck and a headstock designed
after the original model from the 1800s. It’s the first Stauffer
model from Martin in over 150 years! Martin also had an amaz-
ing acoustic bass: The BC-15P ($1,500) boasts a jumbo ma-
hogany top and a deep, rich tone. Like many of Martin’s great
looking and sounding guitars, the acoustic bass is based on
an earlier 1930s model. Another entry in the “unusual” cat-
egory is Martin’s Mandolin Backpacker ($289). It has a great
sound with a scale length comparable to a standard bluegrass
mandolin. Any guitar player looking for a different kind of sound
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The year 2000 will be here be-

fore we know it, and even though it’s
not really the Millennium (that will
actually be in 2001), many people are
treating it as such. In any case, when-
ever you roll over this many numbers,
it’s bound to be a fairly significant
event, particularly with as much hype
as is surrounding the various real and
imagined Y2K issues.

Here at Sweetwater, we are mak-
ing our own Y2K plans, the first of
which involves changing our com-
pany logo. While many of us will al-
ways hold the old “tape reel” logo
close to our hearts (after all, it’s been very good to us),
we felt it was time to move on. After all, any company
that is not prepared to make significant changes in this
highly volatile marketplace is not going to survive. Our
new logo, which appears throughout this issue and in
all of our newest ads, is simple and streamlined. In many
ways, it represents the many changes we have made be-
hind the scenes in the way we have done business
over the years.

Yet despite all these changes — most of which
you never see — we remain the very same com-
pany that opened its doors in 1979 with a philoso-
phy of putting the customer’s needs
first. What’s more, that same phi-
losophy has now earned us the pres-
tigious  Music Inc. REX award as
Music Retailer of the Year.

John Janowiak, who wrote the
Music Inc. article about our company
was quick to recognize that the way
Sweetwater does business is what sets us
apart from all the other companies. “Un-
derneath it all,” he writes, “there’s a long-
term philosophy that values relationships
between manufacturer and retailer, em-
ployer and employee, and employee and cus-
tomer. It’s one of several qualities that, in the
eyes of many manufacturers, makes
Sweetwater Sound, Inc. a model of retailing
excellence and the obvious choice for Retailer
of the Year.”

What is so impressive about the REX award is
that it is not determined by a committee or the maga-
zine itself, but rather by manufacturers, suppliers and
their representatives. These are people who actually felt
it was worth taking the time from their hectic schedules
to sit down and fill out the Music Inc. surveys. While we
know from customer comments (and we get dozens —
sometimes over a hundred — each day) that we are on
the right track, such validation by our peers is almost
overwhelming. The Music Inc. article continues: “When
describing Sweetwater Sound, manufacturers mention
high-quality image management, progressive market-
ing and vision — not to mention free candy . . . it may
help to think of Sweetwater as neither a conventional
retailer nor mail order house, but as a business that has
succeeded in meeting the demands of a changing world.”
As we move towards the year 2000, we realize there are
many more changes and challenges ahead.

In 1979, there were not many options available to
musicians. Products that were professional quality car-
ried astronomical price tags. Today it seems that just
about every item in our huge warehouse is pro quality in
every respect, yet the majority of the items sell for a frac-
tion of what the pro audio gear cost even a few years ago.

With all this high quality, complex gear available to

musicians,
it’s pretty ob-
vious that to succeed, our sales staff has to know the
equipment inside and out. And out of this need was born
Sweetwater University and the many in-depth product
demonstrations we get each month from manufacturers
who are thrilled that their products will be represented to
consumers by people who actually understand what the
item does, how it performs and compares to other equip-
ment, and exactly how this gear will integrate into a po-
tential buyer’s existing setup. And nothing makes a
manufacturer (or us) happier than customers who feel
they have made a wise investment in exactly the right
equipment for his or her  needs.
      Oddly enough, we have never kept the key to our suc-

cess a secret. We tell you about how we
do business in just about every issue of
Sweet Notes, in our ads and on our Web
site. Makes you wonder why other com-
panies haven’t followed our example.
Well the truth is that some have tried, but
here’s what sets us apart: Nobody in the
industry can match the team we have as-
sembled here at Sweetwater. It would be
impossible for us to say enough good
things about them. From the people on
the “front line” —  our receptionists and
Sales Engineers — to all our Tech Sup-
port and Service staff to our Shipping de-
partment, Soundware personnel and our

Creative team, we believe we have the finest collection of
talent in the entire industry. Nobody can predict the future,
but we can say with some degree of certainty that given our
track record, our committed staff and our loyal customers,
Sweetwater will be around long into the next century.

       On an entirely different topic, we want to to begin doing
a series of customer profiles in upcoming issues of Sweet

Notes. Want to be included? It’s really simple:
Send us a color photograph (print, negative or
slide) of you and your studio or stage setup,
along with a few paragraphs about yourself
and your music and (if you’d like) some
comments regarding your personal experi-
ences as a Sweetwater customer. We think
this will be an excellent way to give many
of you some great exposure since we ship
Sweet Notes to over 170,000 people (note
that most of the major industry publica-
tions you probably subscribe to or buy
regularly have circulations that are less
than half that!). It will also give other
musicians ideas about how to build or
configure their own stage or studio
rigs. We hope to begin this feature
next issue, so send in those photos.

It should be fun for everyone.
       A few additional items we want to touch
on that we will be discussing in much
greater detail next issue: We are installing
an entirely new, state-of-the-art phone sys-
tem that went online over Labor Day. This
is a serious system and will greatly enhance
our ability to take care of customers. There

are some very cool things that it can do to help us take care
of all our customers needs. As we said, more next issue.

Also, we have just hired what we are calling (for lack of
a better term) a “Customer Service Evangelist.” His sole re-
sponsibility will be to take our customer support to the next
level. This is a position that is actually separate from our
existing (award-winning) customer service and technical
support, and is devoted to high level customer issues ranging
from putting out those “day-to-day fires” to making  changes
to our infrastructure. This is going to be a huge step that will
make dealing with Sweetwater even more of a pleasure.

Finally, before we hear the anguished cries, we apolo-
gize for having to cut our Q&A column from this issue. Rest
assured that it will return next issue. See you then!
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NEED IT TOMORROW? We can ship FedEx for next day delivery! (800) 222-4700

— Continued from Page One
This year, Roland has truly completed its V-Studio vision

by offering an expanded line of products designed to keep
everything in the digital domain, right down to a digital con-
nection to Roland's new nearfield monitors, the DS-90 24-
bit Digital Reference Monitors (for more, see sidebar).
       The Roland lineup for 1999 includes the professional new
V-Mixing System, the compact V-Mixing Stations, and
the new COSM Speaker Modeling Technology. Not
only are these new products designed to work seamlessly

with each other, but by using products like the V-Mixing Sys-
tem and V-Mixing Stations, Roland's innovative V-Studio con-
cepts become available to a wider audience of digital record-
ing product users like ADAT and TASCAM MDM owners, com-
puter-based musicians, and users of any gear with digital ins
and outs. Advances like COSM Speaker Modeling, which al-

V-MIXING STATIONS
Just the Ticket for your Digital Future!

lows audio output to sound as if it's playing through a
variety of the world's most popular nearfield monitors or
even TV / boombox simulations is already onboard many
of Roland's newest products, making connection to the
“reference standard” DS-90 monitors easy and clean.  With
this year's new V-Studio introductions, for the first time, us-
ers can keep everything all-digital, from the initial microphone
simulations to the recording, processing, mixing, digital moni-
toring via speaker simulations and CD-R mastering.

The VM-3100Pro ($1295 list) is a high-quality digital
mixer with a 20-channel / 8-bus design and 24-bit resolution
via Roland's best A/D and D/A converters (inputs 9-12 em-
ploy 20-bit A/D conversion). It features powerful digital mix-
ing capabilities including the ability to store and instantly
recall complete mixer “Scenes” which contain all mixer set-
tings, EQ, signal routing and effects settings, as well as full
MIDI compatibility with an external hardware or software-
based MIDI sequencer for realtime automation. This profes-
sional-quality mixer also offers an RMDB II port with 8 in/8
out 24-bit digital audio transfer, and optional ADAT / Tascam
T/DIF communication via a DIF-AT Interface Box. The dual
onboard stereo effects processors include high-quality dy-
namics processing, studio reverb, chorus, delay, guitar/vocal/
keyboard multi-effects, COSM Mic Simulation, Speaker Mod-
eling technology and more.

The VM-3100 model ($995 list), on the other hand,
offers a 12-channel / 8-bus design with 24-bit resolution (in-
puts 9-12 employ 20-bit A/D conversion) and a single stereo
multi-effects processor with compression, reverb, delay, vari-
ous multi-effects and more. Like the VM-3100Pro, these built-
in effects are virtually noiseless, and their settings can be
stored and recalled along with other mixer data via Scene
memory.

Moving up to the next level in digital mixing: The V-
Mixing System is the world's first affordable separate-com-
ponent digital mixers, featuring breakthrough design and in-
novative new effects in the tradition of Roland's acclaimed

V-Studio
workstations. Com-
prised of the VM-7100 (basic
38-channel $1995 list) / VM-7200 (basic
48 channel $2795) V-Mixing Processors and 94-chan-
nel VM-C7100 ($2995 list) / C7200 ($3695 list) V-Mixing
Consoles, the V-Mixing System gives users many configura-
tion options between console and processor, yielding up to
94 channels of digital mixing and eight stereo effects pro-
cessors when fully expanded.

The first thing users will notice about the V-Mixing Sys-
tem is that it's a separate-component system, employing an
all-digital console with quiet motorized faders and an ex-
pandable 3U rackmount processor which contains all the in-
puts, outputs and effects. The V-Mixing Processors come with

two stereo multi-effects processors, and can even be expanded
with three additional VS8F-2 Effects Expansion Boards for up
to eight stereo or 16 mono channels of automated effects
processing. In addition, the V-Mixing System offers Roland's
best 24-bit A/D and D/A converters, extensive “Scene”
memory including electronically controlled input gain, onboard
mix automation with quiet motorized faders, 24 fader groups,
dual-channel delays, 4-band parametric EQ plus channel HPF,
and Surround 5.1 mixing capabilities. The V-Mixing System
also offers a Realtime Spectrum Analyzer which can be used
with an onboard noise generator and oscillator to adjust for
the acoustics of any given studio or live sound venue. You
really get the sense that Roland’s engineering group pulled
out all the stops on this one, don’t you?

Central to the V-Mixing System is its flexibility in com-
ponent configuration. A 25-fader VM-C7200 or 13-fader VM-
C7100 console can be used to control either one or two VM-
7200 or VM-7100 processors, and a processor can be con-
trolled via one or two consoles. Up to 94 channels of mixing
are possible using two expanded VM-7200 processors and a
VM-C7200 console. Internal flexibility is provided via liberat-
ing "FlexBus," and "virtual patchbay" functions. FlexBus al-
lows for 12 individual busses to be freely switched between
auxiliary and recording functions. The input/output routing is
much like a "virtual patchbay," allowing users to define a
destination channel for each input.

As usual, space doesn’t permit us to tell you everything
about these great Roland products (darn!), so please pick up
the phone and call your Sweetwater Sales Engineer for addi-
tional information (lots of it!) and your special Sweetwater
pricing (you’ll be astounded!) on the Roland V-Mixing Sys-
tem that makes the most sense for your specific needs.

DS-90 24-Bit Digital
Reference Monitor

At the Winter NAMM Show, Roland introduced the world to the DS-
90 Powered Monitors ($595 each list), the world's first 24-bit digital
reference monitors. Yes, you read that correctly: Digital reference moni-
tors! These professional near-field monitors employ 24-bit digital inputs in
addition to the standard analog ins and superior built-in amplifiers for
flat-frequency response in a wide range of studio applications. They also
provide the reference standard for the COSM Speaker Modeling effects
found in several of Roland's newest V-Studio and digital mixing products.

Designed to meet and surpass the expectations of even the most de-
manding musicians and engineers (like you), the DS-90 Powered Monitors
were created with the utmost attention to detail. A custom tuned bi-am-
plifier system with discrete circuitry and very high quality components en-
sures truly exceptional sound quality.  A specially designed 6.5-inch polypro-
pylene woofer and a 1-inch soft dome tweeter are incorporated into a

          — Continued on Page 14

The Roland VM-C7100 V-Mixing Console

The 38-Channel VM-7100

The Roland VM-3100
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Access our 3,000+ page Web site day or night at “www.sweetwater.com”

Once again, Sweetwater
has found a way to not only
give you more choices in high
end gear . . . but also confuse
you in the process. Well, con-
fuse you only in the sense of
which product to buy, because
they are all great or, well, we
wouldn’t carry them. Today,
however, we will be telling you
about a small company that is
rapidly building a big reputa-
tion: Avalon Design.

Avalon was founded with
the desire to bring the art of
music recording closer to the essence of the original performance — quite a lofty goal! Avalon's pure
Class A recording systems have already begun to provide the world's leading engineers, producers
and musicians with state-of-the-art electronics designed especially for high-definition music and
sound recording. These carefully engineered systems enhance the creative senses and become one
with the music itself. Avalon systems utilize 100% discrete, high-bias pure Class A audio amplifiers.
These amplifiers are incorporated into minimal signal path designs which include sealed silver re-
lays, balanced DC coupled high-current “outside-world” drivers, fully discrete linear DC regulators,
low noise toroidal power transformers and selected high quality active and passive components. This
powerful combination of design features gives increased musical headroom and greater dynamic
transient capability for a truly transparent audio passage.

Avalon's unique design features, highest quality components and continued pursuit of sonic
excellence assures the most harmonious musical signal transfer available today. Whether you are
recording a solo vocalist, capturing the delicate nuance of an acoustic instrument, mastering music
and film productions or recording symphonies, Avalon promises to take you to the leading edge in
analog technologies and experience sonic reality like never before!

Warning: You should know right up front that this article is highly technical in nature and
contains terms that may not be suitable for the uninitiated. This isn’t light reading folks, because this
equipment isn’t going to be showing up in very many semi-pro or project studios. Audio profession-
als who need to know what they are buying will comprehend this information. Others may end up with
a whopper of a headache trying to make sense of all this technical talk. There, you’ve been warned!

Vacuum Tube VT-700 Series. The VT-700 range combines vacuum tubes with Avalon's all
discrete Class A circuits. They are ideal for DAW and digital recording, offer a wide range of tube tone
and control, feature rugged Avalon construction and given the quality of the sound, are an excellent
value. The Avalon VT-737SP ($2,295 list) features a combination of tube preamplifiers, opto-com-
pressor, sweep equalizer, output level and VU metering in a 2U space. The VT-737SP has three input
selections: A high-performance microphone input transformer with +48v phantom power, an instru-
ment DI high source input with jack located on front panel and balanced line input (discrete high-
level Class A). The Class A preamplifier utilizes two cascaded, dual vacuum tube triodes configured
with minimum negative feedback. A high gain switch boosts the overall gain of the preamplifier. The
four high quality tubes are configured as singled-ended anode coupled followers. A passive-variable
high pass filter and hard-wire relay bypass completes the input signal conditioning. The phase re-
verse relay is available on all three inputs.

The opto-compressor features a minimum signal path design with twin Class A vacuum tube
triodes for gain matching. The optical attenuator acts as a simple passive level controller. Full dy-
namic control from soft compression to hard-knee limiting can be achieved with threshold, ratio-
compression, attack and release controls plus gain reduction selection on the large VU meter. Special
spectral control including de-ess is available with the dual sweep mid EQ to side-chain switch. The
EQ section can be flipped pre or post the opto-compressor via a front panel switch for alternate effects
and tone shaping. Two VT-737SPs can be linked via a rear panel link cable for stereo tracking. The
compressor bypass is a sealed silver relay for the most direct signal path.

The VT-737SP equalizer utilizes 100% discrete, Class A high voltage transistors for optimum
sonic performance. The high and low frequency bands provide the smooth characteristics of an all
passive design, while the dual mid bands include variable frequency and switched Q-width selection.
The enhanced range of the mid bands is extended into the high and low bands by the use of x10
frequency multipliers. The bypass switch incorporates a sealed silver relay for the most direct signal
path. When the EQ to side-chain is engaged, the high-low EQ remains in the audio path for “tone
enhancement.” The output level control then provides a variable control of the overall signal path.

The output amplifier utilizes an-
other dual triode vacuum tube
driving a 100% discrete, Class A,
high-current, balanced and DC
coupled low noise output amp.

The Avalon VT-747SP
($2495 list) combines a creative
stereo tube-discrete Class A
spectral opto-compressor with a
musical six-band program equal-
izer, L-R output level and gain re-
duction metering and internal
regulated power supplies in a 2U
space. This unit is ideal for high
performance DAW input signal

conditioning, stereo bus compression EQ, stereo keyboards and analog mastering applications.
The VT-747SP opto-compressor features a minimum signal path design utilizing sealed silver

relays for all signal routing and bypass functions. The optical attenuator acts as a passive level
controller with a Class A, variable gain make-up amplifier. Full dynamic control from soft compres-
sion to hard-knee limiting can be achieved with master threshold, ratio-compression, attack and
release controls. Gain reduction indication is a large analog VU meter. Low frequency and high fre-
quency contour parametric spectral controls can be routed into the side-chain path for enhanced
frequency dependent compression with variable frequency and threshold levels.

The VT-747SP EQ utilizes 100% discrete, Class A high-voltage transistors for optimum sonic
performance. The six-band stereo program EQ incorporates the smooth characteristics of an all pas-
sive design. The frequency turnover, Q and amplitude ranges have been carefully chosen for each
band to provide the most natural harmonic balance and lowest phase change while offering simple
and effective tone control. The EQ can be placed pre or post compressor for enhanced effects.

The VT-747SP also features Avalon’s TSP, which gives you the choice of either tube tone or the
classic, Class A discrete transistor sound by exchanging three high-voltage dual triode tubes with
discrete amplifiers in the opto-compressor and primary output stages. Fully balanced DC coupled,
Class A discrete amplifiers are utilized for the input and output drive interface with full +36dB input
headroom. A high quality analog VU meter indicates accurate gain reduction. Twin 60dB range LED
meters provide fast L-R output status of all levels. Finally, only military spec vacuum tubes are used
for both long life and ultra low noise (-92dB).

Avalon Designs also offers the pure Class A AD2000 Series. Their AD2044 Dual Mono-
Stereo, Pure Class A Opto-Compressor ($3000 list) features a 100% discrete, pure class A signal
amplifier configured with high speed current monitored optical control elements. These "invisible"
opto elements enable the AD2044 to deliver totally transparent, low noise gain reduction within the
minimalist signal path design. No VCAs or IC amplifiers are incorporated. Variable attack and release
plus side-chain access, provide unlimited creative control from soft compression to hard limiting.
Other features include: Ultra low noise (-94dB); balanced DC ins and outs; a hard wire relay bypass;
high headroom (+30dB) output; analog VU meter; and Peak LEDs for gain-reduction presence.

The AD2055 ($4000 list) Dual Mono, Pure Class A Parametric Music Equalizer combines
100% discrete, pure class A signal amplifiers with state-of-the-art passive and active filter topolo-
gies. Its unique circuitry delivers very high resolution transient detail at the operational extremes of
real world equalization demands. The AD2055 auto-bias DC servo loop control eliminates the need
for all interstage capacitor coupling. The AD2055 was designed to “breathe life into all musical
performances.” Just one of the unit’s many features includes twin seven octave midrange-sweep
(from 1Hz to 500kHz).

Next up is the AD2077 Dual Mono,
Pure Class A Mastering
Equalizer ($16,000 list)
which features 100% dis-
crete, pure class A signal
amplifiers, state-of-the-art
passive and active filter to-
pologies and a DC coupled
minimalist signal path. These
unique designs offer the pro-
fessional mastering engineer
alternate tone selections in
both filter domains while de-
livering the highest resolution
and super wide dynamic
range with very low noise.
Custom gold rotary switches
give accuracy in 0.5dB, 1dB
and 2dB steps. 104 switched
frequencies per channel with x10

The VT-747SP combines a discrete Class A opto-compressor with six-band program EQ

— Continued on Page 14

VT-737SSP
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— Continued from Page 4    should give the Backpacker a try. Martin also
showed us some special limited edition guitars. There’s the Woody Guthrie
000-18WG commemorative guitar ($3,150), based on the pre-WW2 Mar-
tins Guthrie favored and noted for their light, clear tone. Similarly, there’s the
D-18GE ($3,500), a distinctive, powerful sounding instrument that takes its
inspiration from the Martin guitars made circa 1934 – considered to be some of
the finest acoustic stringed instruments ever made. It features Adirondack red spruce
for the soundboard and ebony for the fingerboards. In a more modern flavor, there’s the
DM3MD ($3,250), which stands for Dave Matthews 3-Piece-Back Martin Dreadnought.

MICROBOARDS . Makers of some of the world’s most trusted CD duplicators,
Microboards is developing a device called the StartREC. The specifications haven’t been
absolutely finalized yet, but the StartREC Digital Audio Editing System promises to combine
Microboards’ well-known success with CD-R duplication with extensive professional editing
functions. Studio owners will have access to hard disk editing tools and be able to create up to 4
custom audio CDs simultaneously. It will also be available in a rackmount module configuration
– good news to any studio owner who wonders where to put those big duplicator towers.

MOTION SOUND. They were showing a cool keyboard amp, the KT-80 ($499). Weighing
in at 25 lbs. and packing 80 watts of power, this seems like an excellent amp for the keyboardist
busy moving from gig-to-gig. It has two channels, and you can switch (via an optional foot
pedal) between the clean, high-fidelity channel and the warm 12AX7 tube channel. The tube
channel gives you a funky, low-down Booker T. type tone – very sweet and meaty.

ROLAND had a plethora of new  equipment on display, and there’s some exciting news on
the V-Mixing Consoles we’ve been telling you about for a little while now (see cover story). Of
course it wouldn’t be Roland without keyboards, and we weren’t disappointed on that score.
Their new series of digital pianos, the EP-70 ($895) and the EP-90 ($1,195) feature authentic
piano playability, 64-voices, a built-in metronome and a few more surprises you may not expect
to find in a digital piano. Also new is the EM-10, a powerful, surprisingly inexpensive ($395)
keyboard with 64 styles.

But as exciting as the keyboards and consoles were, there were two things that had us
slack-jawed and shaking with gear lust. The first was the latest edition of the incredible V-Drums,
the V-Custom Drum Set (basic set: $3,295; module alone: $995). It’s cheating to say "you’ve
got to hear it to believe it," but really, the level of realism is remarkable. There are a lot of new
sounds (for a total of 1,286!), 800 patterns, 50 songs, and 10 ambient environments, and stun-
ning positional sensitivity in the drum heads. The sound subtly changes depending on where
you hit the drum pad, just like a real kit. It’s also less expensive than the previous V-Drums. The
second was the VF-1 effects processor ($495) which catches the eye as well as the ear; it’s bright
red on the outside, with most of Roland’s extraordinary effects from prior units on the inside. It
also has a 24-bit digital output and a direct guitar input.

SAMSON. There was a lot going on at the Samson booth, including their new series of
headphones: The RH600 ($69.99), the RH300 ($54.99), and the RH100 ($44.99) are for stu-
dio use and feature thin, responsive 40mm diaphragm drivers with special neodymium magnets
and different grade transducers for each model. The PH60 ($21.99) is their personal headphone,
offering you the kind of great quality usually found in high-end pro audio. They were also show-
ing two high-powered stereo amplifiers, the S2000 ($999.99) and the S1500 ($799.99). At
1,000 watts per side (at four ohms), the S2000 is perfect for live SR and many other PA applica-
tions. The S1500 is almost as powerful, capable of delivering 750 or 1,500 watts.

SONY. Their new MDS-JE630 MiniDisc Recorder ($360) is in many respects like the pre-
vious 520 – same price, but with more control and access capabilities. It features CD text and
custom file transfer, and a PC keyboard input so you can edit your disc and track names. They
were also showing two new additions to their popular line of headphones. The MDR-7509
($250) and the MDR-7505. The MDR-7509 is made for high-quality, professional applications
and includes circumaural earcup design, a 50mm driver unit for fantastic sound, and high power

handling capacity. The MDR-7505s are excellent monitor headphones for DJs and
remix use. And speaking of DJs, Sony also announced a major price drop in the
MDS-DRE, their superb DJ / rhythm machine. Now you can drop the block

rockin’ beats for $799.
TASCAM. Besides some updates on the progress of their TMD-

4000 recorder / mixer ($4,299), Tascam was also showing their new CD-A700.
A combination of a high-quality CD Player and auto-reverse Cassette Deck,

the CD-A700 ($629) is designed to provide DJs, dance studios, restau-
rants or other background installations continuous CD-to-tape, tape-to-
CD play. You get precise pitch control and state-of-the-art logic control

features on both CD and cassette deck. It’s very easy to operate, and wouldn’t
be out of place in a home entertainment system.

YAMAHA. Among the arsenal of new keyboards Yamaha had to show us was their
very impressive S80 ($1,995). Borrowing a few features from the much-loved KX88, the S80

seems to combine the best qualities of a digital piano, synthesizer, and controller. You get 88-
noted weighted keyboard action and a full menu of top-notch effects – including 4 different
pianos. There’s also a wide selection of great-sounding voices, 64 notes of polyphony, and it’s
16-part multitimbral. But what really makes the S80 stand out is its expandability; it’s one of the
only digital pianos out there that lets you add expansion boards for more effects and a wider
palette of tones. For very little extra expense, you can have a fully professional synthesizer.

Another keyboard, the P80 ($1,299) is more along the lines of a high performance digital
piano than a synthesizer. Like the S80, you get 88 note graded hammer action keys for an excel-
lent playability. At only 32 lbs., it’s perfect for serious working keyboardists who want to take
great sound and performance with them anywhere they go.
    In the portable keyboard category is the PSR Series and they seem to be multiplying like
rabbits, with 9 different models currently available. The first, the PSR140 ($149.94) has 49 full-
sized keys; the rest of the keyboards in the series have 61 full-sized keys with touch response.
Yamaha calls the PSRs "personal keyboards," but if that brings to mind images of your 4th grade
music class picking out “Mary Had A Little Lamb” on some battery operated toy,well think again.
The PSR140, the PSR248 ($219.95) and the PSR270 ($295.95) are each loaded with 100
voices, including a remarkable sampled grand piano voice. The PSR340 ($499.95) and the
PSR540 ($699.95) add more quality features, as well as a built-in floppy disk drive so you can
save your compositions and ideas. The PSR640 ($1,095.95) and the PSR740 ($1,395) really
start to blur the line between "personal" keyboard and “professional.” The 640 and the 740 start
to move the PSR Series into the realm of performance and serious songwriting, with 160 fully
arranged musical styles to backup your performance and much, much more. Finally, there’s the
PSR8000 ($2,995), which is one serious keyboard by any standard. You can use it on stage, in
your home studio, for composing and performing complicated arrangements, etc. The wild card
of the PSR Series is the PSRD1, also known as the DJX ($395.95). If there’s a frustrated dance
music artist, sound designer, or DJ-style musician bottled up inside you, the PSRD1 is exactly
what you need to let him or her out: 100 preset rhythm styles, great drum kits, a sampler with 7

seconds of time and a ton of cool effects are just the be-
ginning. In fact, there’s more to tell you about the

PSR Series than we have space for here,
but trust us, these keyboards re-

ally are remarkable. They
sound fantastic,

they’re full of
amazingly use-
ful features, plus
they look pretty nifty,
too, which is okay in our
book.

Still more: Yamaha ’s
brand new C86X ($1,795) is
another device that left us dizzy,
and should be on the “must check
out” list of any dance, techno, or sound
design artist – though it’s really for any mu-
sician who wants to push his or her sound
into uncharted territory. Yes, it’s a “techno synth”
with 4MB of sample RAM, and the ability to read data from your computer. It features Beat Remix
and Loop Divide capabilities, expansion via Modular synth plug-in and Smart Media. With or
without its companion piece, the CS6R tone generator, you could really work up some serious,
mind blowing, cutting edge music on this synth.

Keep watching these pages for more detailed information on many of these items. Of course,
if you can’t wait, just call your Sales Engineer for information, availability and super Sweetwater
pricing on all of this exciting new equipment.

Gee, this looks familiar: Sweetwater did its own share of rockin’ at NAMM this year!

Yamaha’s
hot-looking (and

sure to be best-selling)
DJX  keyboard
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I’ve mentioned this before in my column, and I hope you’ll forgive
me for repeating myself, but it really goes to the heart of this month’s
topic. You might remember the movie “City Slickers” when Curly (Jack
Palance) reveals to Mitch (Billy Crystal) the secret to success and happi-
ness. That secret is the “one thing.” By the end of the movie Billy's char-
acter figures out that this means focusing your energies on the “one
thing” that you do best and then everything else will fall into place.

This idea or concept — whatever you want to call it — has worked
well for me as a Soundware Engineer, as I don't yearn to write or perform
the ultimate song, soundtrack or album. This allows me the time and
energy needed to tweak every single VAST parameter of our sounds as
far as possible.

One of our most popular CD-ROMs, Total Stereo Session Drums
for the K2000 / K2500 ($329), was also conceived around “one thing.”
And its goal was to be the most responsive and realistic stereo acoustic
drum kit simulations that have ever existed for a keyboard. There are no

“processed” drums, no loops, no TR-anythings, and nothing plays back-
wards. These are 30 full acoustic kits (plus tons of additional single
samples for you to use where or when you need them) with every single
drum in each kit recorded in “true stereo” which adds a level of realism
and fullness that simply cannot be matched with mono samples.

Some of these kits were recorded in a fairly dry room and close
mic'd while others were sampled in live rooms with the mics pulled back
just a bit to emphasize the ambience. And each drum and cymbal was
recorded with many different velocity levels.

This is maximized by the use of Sweetwater's exclusively designed
“8 Velocity Layer Keymaps.” These specially created Keymaps contain 8
elements within each Layer which are triggered by velocities from ppp
through fff. And even though these Keymaps offer 8 different samples
per note they still only need one Program Layer! These exclusive Keymaps
are truly the heart of the Total Stereo Session Drums CD-ROM.

All of the Drum Kits that are available on the Total Stereo Session
Drums CD-ROM are in one of two Drum Layouts: The Kurzweil Standard
Drum Layout or the General MIDI Layout. Each has its own advantages.

WE HAVE ALL THE HOTTEST PRODUCTS FROM ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS . . . IN STOCK!

— Continued on Page 13

For those who have a burning desire to enter the world of groove-based music, trying to decide
exactly which gear to buy can be tough. Should you buy a keyboard, or sampler, or maybe a drum
machine? Then you have to think about a sequencer and a sound system to plug your gear into. All this
can be very expensive and confusing, particularly since there are so many choices available these days.
Well Roland’s new EG-101 ($995 list) might just be the perfect all-in-one dance machine you’re look-
ing for. The EG-101 uses the same sound set of the best-selling (and great-sounding) Roland MC-303
Groovebox. That gives you a total of 448 sounds ranging from ultra phat basses, funky synths, ambient
sounds, traditional instruments, sound effects and lots more. Plus you get 12 classic drum kits including
the all-important 808 and 909 sets (Editor’s note: Anyone else remember the days when those units
were being blown out for $200? And you sure know what it would cost today to buy one!).

Like the MC-303 and MC-505, the EG-101 has ready-to-use onboard dance music styles, so you
can start getting down with some great music minutes after opening the box. There are 64 Preset
styles, and you can choose from six variations per style. The EG-101 will allow you to mute or solo
individual instrument parts and even link them together with other styles to form complete songs. If
you’re into House, Techno, Drum ‘N Bass or anything in between, you’re sure to find exactly the style
you’re looking for. There are also 64 user slots where you can design and store your own creations
using the onboard RPS phrases.

To add some samples to your mix, the EG-101 also includes a full-featured phrase sampler similar
to that of the popular Boss SP-202 “Dr. Sample.” The EG-101 will allow you to record 16 different
samples: Up to 32 seconds in Hi-Fi mode and up a whopping 128 seconds in Lo-Fi mode. These samples
can then be tweaked using the built-in Pitch Shift, Time Stretch, Ring Modulation and Filter effects. You
can trigger your samples from the 49-note velocity-sensitive keyboard. Sampled beats can be substi-
tuted for the drum tracks, and samples can also be used with the EG-101’s backing music patterns. The
EG-101 even provides Auto Syncing capabilities between samples, onboard styles and realtime phrases
so you know your samples will always be in sync with the rest of the mix.

This killer instrument also features a built-in Realtime Phrase Sequencer which allows you to
trigger musical phrases assigned to different keys on the keyboard. These phrases can be triggered
along with other phrases to create cool musical arrangements. Other live performance features include
an onboard arpeggiator and control knobs that allow you to control the filter frequency, resonance,
panning, and reverb level. But the ultimate live performance controller is undoubtedly the “D-Beam.”
The D-Beam lets users actually control cutoff, resonance, tempo and pitch by using hand and body
movements through its infrared light beam. This is great to add visual impact to your live performance.
You won’t believe how responsive this is, or begin to iamagine all the potential variations you can
achieve just by using this one controller. With the EG-101 there is no need for an external speaker
system (unless you’re up on stage, of course) because it offers a built-in, fat-sounding 30-watt stereo
speaker system with a two-way bass reflex design. There is even a mic input for singers and rappers.
The Roland engineering team thought of everything!

It’s incredible how much musical power you get at such an affordable price. So tap a beat on your
phone pad to the tune of (800) 222-4700 and talk to your Sales Engineer for more information plus a
Sweetwater price that will have you reaching for the plastic. Call now! — Gary Phillips

EG-101
GROOVE KEYBOARD

Roland’s Groove Keyboard features ready-to-use onboard dance styles,
so you can start creating the ultimate dance music right out of the box



FRUSTRATED? NEED HELP? Our Tech Support Team is just a phone call away: (800) 222-4700
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As we approach the 21st Century, I'm finding that many of the “immutable laws” of

technology are dropping like flies. One of the absolute certainties that is fading pretty
darn fast is the notion that you absolutely must have tubes in your guitar amplifier if
you're ever going to get a satisfying tone.

Without a doubt, the champions who have de-
stroyed this sacredly-held belief belong to a com-
pany called Line 6. These are the folks responsible
for the groundbreaking AxSys 212, the amaz-
ing 100-watt stereo guitar amplifier
that could emulate the basic (and
most highly desirable) character-
istics of many of the world's most
famous amps. Thanks to its inge-
nious software-based design, the
AxSys 212 got an operating system up-
grade along with a new face decal and buttons to
become their new flagship 100 watt stereo amp called the
AX2 212 (list $$1299.99). AxSys 212 owners
could even turn their amp into an AX2 via an
inexpensive upgrade (call us for details).

Now although this amp was what many
in the the guitar world had been waiting for,
there were still players who wanted many
of these features but at a price that was,
well, somewhat easier on their budget.

Good news! Now everyone can expe-
rience the tonal satisfaction and the awe-
some sonic flexibility of Line 6 products with
the addition of the Spider Combo Series
Amplifiers. There's the Spider 112 (list
$599.99) with a 50 watt Mono amp, blasting
into a single 12" speaker, and the Spider 210
(list $699.99) with a 50 watt Stereo amp, rav-
aging a pair of rugged 10" speakers.  These
new combo amps feature four programmable
channels filled with totally new tones, all at a
price point that’s way below the competition.

The Spider Series highlights the advantages
that Line 6's patented Digital Modeling tech-
nology brings to guitar amplifier design. It pro-
vides a far wider range of unique tones than
any other amplifier in its price range.

The Spider Series is designed to offer the benefits of TubeTone modeling to a broad
base of player in an eye-grabbing package at an affordable price. As already mentioned,
there are four channels with six different amp models available and multi-effects capabili-
ties designed to make Spider a lean and potent entry into the combo amp market. All this

tone as well as effects are provided to you along with a headphone output, built-in cabi-
net simulator for recording without a microphone or direct box, and a remote pedal con-
nection for use with the Floor Board (list $299). With the  addition of this Floor Board,

an additional two banks of sounds can be stored in Spider’s
memory for a total of 12 sounds.

The Spider series also uses a new approach to gui-
tar effects called Smart Control FX. There are two

Smart Control FX knobs on the front panel, and
each of these knobs contains three indi-

vidual effect types. The first Smart
Control FX knob offers Stereo
Flanger, Stereo Chorus, and
Tremolo. The second Smart Con-

trol FX knob chooses Digital Delay,
Ping Pong Delay, and Tape Echo.

And within each Smart Control FX knob, all three
effects are totally adjustable. For example, on the first Smart

Control FX knob the Flanger can be adjusted
anywhere from a slow pulsing modulation to a
deep, rapid jet flyby. Chorus can be adjusted
from slow and deep pitch modulation up to a

fast, but less detuned chorusing. Tremolo
speed and depth are covered in the last third
of the knob’s range.
     Both Spider Series amps contain six
unique Line 6 Amp Models that cover just
about every style of guitar timbre you can

imagine: Twang, Blues, Crunch, Recto, and
Insane, all of which provide the now-classic,
high-quality tones found in all the Line 6 prod-
ucts. However, the new Spider Series Amp Mod-
els are actually capable of producing tones that
are beyond the limits of traditional amplifier
technologies. Think of them as “classic amps
that have more tonal range, overdrive, and EQ
flexibility than the originals. But the really big
deal is that, along with the volume, reverb, and
tone controls that many amps feature, the Spi-
der tosses in a couple extra knobs and a few
buttons that pretty much set it apart from the
pack, like: Distortion, Boost, Presence, and a
really usable Noise Gate.

After reading all this, there's a good chance that you, too, have been bitten by the
Spider (and unfortunately, there‘s no known antidote). If so, call your Sweetwater Sales
Engineer today and find out just how easy it is to get you own Spider for a pet. (And it'll
do a good job of scaring your sister too!) — Daniel Fisher

As I mentioned at the end of my previous col-
umn, I was planning on writing a bit about our
perspective of you, the customer, in this issue.
Since then, I have decided to save this topic for
the next issue.  Don't worry, the wait will be well
worth it and I’m sure you'll find this issue's col-
umn extremely interesting.

As you hopefully know by now, the primary
purpose of this column is to give you an inside
perspective of the things that make our team truly
unique in our industry in terms of customer ser-
vice. Up to this point, my primary focus has been
on giving you a tour of a week in the life of a
Sweetwater Sales Engineer. You've had a chance
to learn a bit more about the rigorous product, application and sales training that
is an integral part of our every day routine here at Sweetwater.

In this issue, I’d like to begin to expand beyond the specifics of the Sales
Department and give you a chance to meet some of the other wonder ful folks we
have in the house. I'd like to start with Daniel Fisher, our resident genius and the
head of our Soundware Development Facility.

Those of you who have been part of the Sweetwater family for a while already
know that soundware development is really what brought Sweetwater into the re-
tail world.  Back in the mid-'80s, Chuck had a happening studio and was tr ying to — Continued on Page 14

increase his sound palette by acquiring the lat-
est and most powerful sampling workstation,
the legendary Kurzweil K250. Being the kind of
guy Chuck is, he started tweaking with and cre-
ating samples and before long was trading them
with his studio friends and some pretty high
profile artists. He even won contests for the
quality samples he produced.

   Chuck's acumen with the K250 and enthu-
siasm for the technology made selling the
Kurzweil product line a logical step in his evolu-
tion from studio owner to studio owner/retailer.
Kurzweil shortly thereafter became the first
manufacturer we carried and is a key product

line for us to this day! From those beginnings the momentum picked up and Daniel
Fisher came on board in the fall of 1994 to head up the Soundware Development
Facility.  Daniel’s background is extensive.  He’s played keyboard since he was a kid
and majored in Electronic Music / Physical Acoustics in college (he offered to clean
and maintain the synth room just to get a key so he could conduct late night experi-
ments with the full sized Moog, Putney VCS3, Electro-Comp Modules, a knob based
analog sequencer, and two Revox stereo 1/4" reel-to-reel tape machines).

After studying in the Army School of Music and a stint with the US Army Rock
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SWEETWATER PROTECTS YOU WITH THE INDUSTRY’S FIRST AND ONLY 100% BEST VALUE GUARANTEE

If you’re looking to make a
name for yourself in the dance
music scene, then let’s face it, you
need the most cutting-edge, ag-
gressive sounds possible.  You
need to call on the Tribe!

The new Electribe Series
from Korg employs the ultimate
in analog modeling technology to
give you the richest, most versatile
analog-style sounds you’ve ever heard.  To handle all your analog synth, bass
and sound effects needs, you’ll want access to the Electribe A (EA-1 — $499
list).  The Electribe A is a two-
part analog modeling synthe-
sizer that uses the same out-
standing, critically-acclaimed
tone generators made famous
on Korg’s hugely-popular
Prophecy and Z1 synthesiz-
ers.  Each of the EA-1’s two
parts contain two oscillators
which are the building
blocks of your sound. The
EA-1 is able to generate star-
tlingly accurate analog
sawtooth, square, and tri-
angle waveforms and these
can be modulated with the Ring, Sync, and the appropriately-
named Decimator controls.

What does this mean to you?  Simple: It means you can
create all those classic analog sounds you know and love.
Plus, Distortion, Tempo Delay, and Chorus/Flanger effects are
also included to push your audience over the edge. Dedicated knobs for each
parameter allow you to quickly change and tweak your sounds to create that
perfect patch. The EA-1 is so user-friendly that you can start creating great new

sounds almost immediately
— no degree in electronic
synthesis required.  In addi-
tion to the EA-1’s internal
tone generators, you can take
your sound one step further
by plugging an external
sound source (like a CD
player or other synths) into
the Audio input jack.  These

signals can then be processed by the EA-1’s filters and effects.  You can also sync
them to rhythms you create on the Electribe for truly unique sonic textures.

        The EA-1’s powerful (but easy to use) built-in step sequencer
with 16 pad keys makes creating patterns with the sounds you’ve
made a breeze.  You can store a total of 256 patterns plus 16 songs
in its memory.  Patterns can be created using the step record mode
or in real-time using the pad keys to play your performance.  An-
other great feature is the “Motion Sequence” function.  This func-

tion will allow you to record knob movements
such as filter frequency,
pitch, and effects depth
right along with your pat-
terns. This is a great way to
add life and motion to your
sound.
      The Electribe can also
be controlled from an ex-
ternal sequencer, keyboard
or sampler to function as
an analog sound tone gen-
erator.  Also, its sequencer
will sync to MIDI Clock or
you can tap in the beat and
sync to a turntable or other
non-MIDI sound source.

     To handle all your rhythm and percussion needs, Korg’s
Electribe R (the ER-1 – $499 list) will be just the thing you’re
looking for. With over 35 years of rhythm programming exper-
tise, Korg may have created the ultimate analog beat machine.
Every element that makes up a sound, like pitch, modulation
depth, waveform shape and more can be tweaked on the fly to
allow you to create slammin’ beats and sounds that are truly
your own.  Just like the EA-1, the ER-1 gets its power from the
same tone generators made famous
on Korg’s Prophecy and Z1
synthesizers.  The
ER-1’s four tone
generators will
allow you to
model four com-
pletely different
kinds of rhythm
sounds, in addition to
the four PCM sounds:
Crash cymbal, open hi-hat,
closed hi-hat, and clap.  With
the Low Boost knob you’ll
never have to worry about not having enough bottom end on
your kick drum — just be careful to leave some plaster on the
walls when cranking up this control.

The ER-1’s tempo delay effect can be used to create hyp-
notic rhythmic delays that will always be in sync with the pat-
tern.  Also available on the ER-1 are not one but two external
audio inputs that can be used to gate and sync audio signals.
This is great for creating experimental rhythm patterns nobody’s
ever heard before.  This one function alone will have you tweak-
ing for many hours.  The ER-1 will allow you to store 256 of your
own rhythm patterns and 16 songs. Rhythm patterns are easily
created with the built in step sequencers 16 pad keys.  Plus you

The Korg
KAOSS Pad

— Continued on Page 14

Korg’s Electribe: The cure
for the common groove

KORG TRITON UPDATE
We told you two issues ago about the amazing Triton Music Workstation / Sampler from

Korg, and it’s no surprise that we’ve had a tough time keeping them in stock — until now. We’ve
caught up on all the back orders and there are now lots of Tritons starting to show up in our
warehouse, which is great news for the thousands of musicians who want the latest, best sound-

ing instruments — and the Triton sure does
sound pretty amazing
      Maybe one reason is because our own
Daniel Fisher was part of the team that cre-
ated the sounds for this exciting synth.  With
that in mind, I thought it would be inter-
esting to speak with our erstwhile Director
of Soundware Engineering and get the in-
side story on this advanced instrument from
a guy who really knows it. — Bill Hoover
     Bill: Okay Dan, I’ve got my pen and lots
of paper, so tell our readers, first hand,
what’s so great about this machine.
   Daniel: No problem, Bill. I could talk
about the Triton for days. It’s a powerfully
inspirational keyboard.
     Bill: Maybe you can start off by telling
us about the voicing work you did for the
Triton and what it was like to interact with
Korg USA and Korg Japan.
      Daniel:  Sure! It was impressive, and
very much a world-wide team effort con-
ducted entirely by e-mails and enclosed
files. The programming team members were
scattered all around the globe in places like

— Continued on Page 13



Stay informed and inSync with our Web daily. Go to “insync.sweetwater.com”
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      Introducing the MPE-200 ($4495 list), the first product in the Element 78 Series from
Summit Audio, designed by the legendary Rupert Neve. This new unit presents the user with a
classic "discrete class A" transistor and transformer coupled design. Unique implementation of
storage and reset capabilities enables comparison of the settings in memory, copying of settings
between units, and full MIDI control.

The MPE-200 includes two channel high performance microphone amplifiers with a dual
range High Pass / Low Pass filter section with coarse and fine gain control for each section. It also
includes instrument input amplifiers (for your guitar, bass or synth) plus an independent four-band
classic equalizer. The unit has massive dynamic range with virtually no high order harmonics (which,
as any pro will tell you, is the true mark of well-designed equipment).

The two rackspace MPE-200 allows you to store, reset and copy all your parameters into 25
user-definable memory locations and even has remote control. It’s fully MIDI controllable and in-
cludes floating and balanced output transformers. Another nice feature is the traditional analog
type controls and readouts for ease of operation. Naturally, low noise 48-volt phantom power is
included. The Coarse Mode features stepped gain control of 4dB for each step of the 17 positions.
In Fine Mode, there are 17 positions of gain control with 1.0dB per step. Frequency Response
(filters out) is -0.5dB 10Hz to 100kHz. Output noise at Unity Gain (filters out) is actually less than
-105 dBu and total harmonic distortion and noise (at 8dB gain) is below 0.0025%.

If you’re a “specs” fanatic, call your Sales Engineer for all the impressive numbers. For the
rest of us, just knowing that Mr. Neve designed this module is quite enough, thank you, we’ll take
one. So call us for further information and your special pricing on the Summit MPE-200.

     Over the years, live music has become synonymous with volume. The louder the mix,
however, the more difficult it becomes for the band members to hear themselves. All of which can
make it next to impossible for a vocalist to hit the right notes or a guitarist to inject any subtlety into
his or her playing. Traditional "floor wedge" monitor systems attempt to solve the problem by
aiming a mixed signal back at the band members. Unfortunately, they create almost as many prob-

lems as they solve, taking up valuable space
on crowded stages, causing feedback prob-
lems and they're a pain to transport.

 While early attempts at ear-worn (or “in
ear”) personal monitors have addressed the
performers’ needs, they have presented a
whole different set of problems, ranging
from mediocre sound quality to limited user
flexibility to astronomical prices. But now,
that's changed. The TEC Award-nominated
Shure Personal Stereo Monitor

PSMTM 600 ($840 list) features crystal-controlled analog operation for superior sound quality,
delivers a full frequency range and great stereo separation. Even the deepest bass notes come
through loud and clear. The PSMTM 600 features a significantly lower
noise floor: Its signal-to-noise ratio is an impressive 80dB compared
with the 60dB typical of other personal monitors. This huge reduction
in background noise translates into less ear fatigue. Combined with the
system's on-board limiter, users can hear their mix clearly at lower vol-
umes, so they can concentrate on their performance.

However, the most impressive PSMTM 600 feature may well be
Shure's exclusive MixMode technology. This unique feature truly puts
the "personal" in "personal stereo monitor." It allows the user to take
unprecedented control over the mix he or she hears through the earpieces, providing the ultimate in
system flexibility. Of course, both stereo and mono modes are also included.

The PSM 600 is available in your choice of wired or UHF wireless ($1590 list) configurations.
Each comes complete with a set of E1 earpieces which combine the advantages of custom-molded
and universal designs. The E1's unique design projects further into the ear than typical earpieces,
thanks to a tube surrounded by a replaceable foam insert. The result is a tighter seal for better
isolation and a snug fit that holds the earpiece firmly in the user's ear. Each system includes six
pairs of foam tips. Bottom line: Call us for more information and your special Sweetwater pricing.

Welcome all. Many of you already know about the Sweetwater Communications
Group (some of you have even been our customers). To others, the Communications
Group may be something new. This column is designed to familarize you with who
we are and what we do — most specifically, what we can do for you! This forum will
be used to discuss “system” issues (acoustical, electrical, electronic, etc.) in relation-
ship to new design, renovation, and upgrading of existing facilities.

But you may ask what the Communications Group does. Well, in essence, the
Group designs spaces — literally from the ground up — used for performing arts,
sports and worship, as well as the systems that go into them (Pro Sound, Recording,
Voice / Video / Data) to provide true integrated communications functionality.

Some of the topics I will be covering in upcoming issues include: Basic acoustics
including sound isolation and absorption coefficients, AC technical, grounding, surge
protection for electronic devices, sound coverage (for live PA), equipment intercon-
nections, sound pressure levels, ADA and OSHA requirements, real world live speaker
applications (and misapplications), AC power requirements for amplifiers, engineer-
ing standards, rigging, stage lighting, proper system installation methods and unique
project profiles and solutions. Hmm, that should keep us busy well into the Millen-
nium. Please note
that if you have
other topics relat-
ing to sound,
communications
and acoustics for
live sound or re-
cording that you
would like to see
discussed here,
we can address
those as well.

As an acous-
tical consultant
with over ten
years of in-the-
field design expe-
rience, I will be
providing informational “Factoids” which may appear to be somewhat obscure but
are actually important information. I will also provide real answers to many ques-
tions, separating the “specmanship” from reality.

The first Factoid relates to the Sound Transmission Loss (TL) of walls: Light-weight
double walls provide good isolation. Here’s the scoop: When two lightweight walls
are separated by an air gap, the transmission loss (TL) increases as the space of the
wall increases, up to about 15cm.  With sound absorptive material in between
(rockwool is great — pink is pretty — sprayed Celbar TM is wonderful), the TL further
increases with larger spacings. Note that an air gap is always beneficial, even with
absorptive material in the cavity. Lightweight double stud walls can provide the same
TL as single walls that are five to ten times as heavy (ie: masonry).

Here’s an example:  A wall constructed of 13mm plasterboard on both sides and
staggered studs in a 5cm cavity, will provide an average TL of 37dB. Increase the
spacing of this same wall structure to 15cm and the average TL increases to 47dB.
Add 30mm of insulation to one side of the wall assembly and the average TL in-
creases to 55dB. Increasing the mass by using thicker plasterboard will increase the
low frequency attenuation. Special note:  Very low frequency (< 100Hz) attenuation
requires a very thick wall assembly or one with very high mass.

Well, that should give you an example of what we will be discussing. As always,
your input is welcomed. We want this column to be useful, providing real world solu-
tions to common (or even not-so-common) problems. So please let us know if there is
anything you’d like to see discussed in upcoming issues.

A few of the smiling faces in the Sweetwater Communications
Group: We’re ready to answer your toughest questions or

handle your most complex installation

•

•



TALK TO AN EXPERT! Our Sales Engineers know their stuff and can help you select exactly the right gear!
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— Continued from Page 9
The Kurzweil versions make it simple to use these new stereo drums with patterns
that have already been composed on most of the factory drum kits as well as mak-
ing it easy to audition all of the various stereo kits.

The GM Drum Kits were created while carefully comparing each note's volume
and responsiveness to a Roland Super Sound Canvas (SC-88) for flawless GM com-
patibility. This resulted in 5 GM Kits that are out of this world including a killer Jazz
Brush Kit. These GM Kits are great for third party drum pattern disks like DrumTrax,
BeatBoy and Cool Shoes.

Or better yet, try our Sweetwater exclusive SweetBeats Drum Patterns (only
$39.95). This disk contains two sets of 75 drum patterns recorded live on a Trap Kat
that are designed for any GM Drum Layout as well as the Kurzweil Standard Drum
Layout. This floppy works on a Mac, PC, Kurzweil, or any workstation that reads
Standard MIDI Files.

Jim Miller (our sampling expert), Gary Phillips (percussionist and program-
mer) and I, Daniel Fisher (VAST guy) have all contributed our “one thing” to this
project so that you can concentrate on your “one thing” — great music.

We're particularly excited about our recent review in the June '99 issue of Elec-
tronic Musician where they wrote: “The programming on Total Stereo Session Drums,
by VAST gurus Daniel Fisher and Gary Phillips, is superb. Extensive tweaking and
some clever tricks (including eight-layer keymaps) have been used to make all of
the samples, espe-
cially those grouped
into kits, sound natu-
ral together . . . Total
Stereo Session Drums
delivers lots of great
acoustic drum sounds,
from delicate to
punchy to raucous . . .
Total Stereo Session
Drums incorporates
both stellar raw
samples and immacu-
late programming into
a useful library that no
K2000 / K2500 owner
should be without.”

We've also re-
ceived quite a few
positive comments
over the Internet like this one that we found on the K2000 User's Group:

“To me, virtually all pop music begins with the drums. If the drums aren't right,
you might as well forget about it. For most of us, there would be perhaps two-three
kits that we like the best on any particular CD-ROM and I am no exception in this
regard. But man, the ability to dial up a virtually dead-ringer stereo drum set for
virtually any style of popular music . . . well, IMHO that's worth $329. In fact, I
deeply regret that I did not purchase this set when it first came out.

“In the MIDI work I've done over the past few years I've typically labored for
days and even weeks trying to get the drums to sound right. I used various sample
sets; I tried various programming and processing tricks . . . you name it. At best, the
results were ‘passable’ but not really what I wanted. In recent months, I have pro-
crastinated on some relatively important MIDI projects simply because I dreaded
putting so much effort into the drums, only to achieve marginally satisfactory re-
sults.  With this new set, I can't wait to get to work. What a relief to find a set of
drum samples that sounds ‘right’ to me. For years I have looked for a decent set of
drum samples. At last I've found it. I'm happy now."

We couldn’t agree more. And we couldn’t be more appreciative of the positive
reactions we’ve gotten from everyone who has purchased this superb CD-ROM —
after all, a lot of time and effort and yes, our “ one thing” has gone into putting this
set together. Call your Sweetwater Sales Engineer today to get your copy of what
truly are the finest real drums ever captured on a CD-ROM. You can also find out
more about our Total Stereo Session Drums at: “ http://www.sweetwater.com/cata-
logs/k2/cd-rom/ ”. If you're on a tight budget you can also purchase two of the
drum kits separately via our Online SoundWare Store at:  “http://
www.sweetwater.com/soundware.tpl ”. Here you can download just the Stereo 70's
Drum Kit for only $99 and or our delicious Jazz Brush Kit for only $75. Now there's
no excuse for giving your music the best stereo drums ever recorded.

Daniel Fisher is the Director of Soundware Engineering

— Continued from Page 11    Canada, Germany, the US, and Japan — in fact, all my e-mail from
Japan addressed me as “Daniel-san.” Each of us would electronically submit programming work at
various stages of development where it would be gathered by the project heads in Japan and then sent
back to the programmers as a collection of everyone's output. Then we'd all take the latest file and
continue building from that. It really was an amazing process. Over time you'd get a sense of every
programmer's style to the point where you could almost guess who did each Program or Combi. I was
also deeply impressed by Korg's commitment to making every knob, every controller, and every switch
do something exciting and musical for each and every Program and Combination. I honestly can say I
have never seen factory presets that were this fully developed.
Bill: So what part of the process did you enjoy the most?
Daniel: For me, it was making Combinations. That's where the Korg “magic” really happens. Making
Programs was fun, but when you start combining multiple Programs, and apply both Arpeggiators for
Bass lines and Drum patterns, and then add MIDI-sync'd Delays and other effects, you get goose bumps!
Bill: OK, I get it; you're pumped about the Triton. Any final thoughts?
Daniel: I'd have to say that the Triton has the power to inspire you to play in styles and grooves that
you've never even tried before. And the best part is, once you get a groove going in the Combination
mode, it's so easy to import all of the elements of that Combi into the Sequencer (even the Arpeggiators!)
and just keep going. It's the fastest tool I've ever seen for going from inspiration to presentation.

The Stereo Session Drums Soundware Team: Jim Miller,
Gary Phillips (top) and Daniel Fisher (seated)

SOUNDWARE SCENEMASTERLINKWe told you last issue about
the exciting (to put it mildly) new
MasterLink ML-9600 from Alesis
($1695 list). For those of you who missed it, we’ll discuss just a few of its many cool
features here. But before we do that, we want to mention that the Alesis folks are
planning to start shipping units by this October, which means you can soon have one
of these incredible machines in your own studio very soon!

The MasterLink combines hard disk recording, digital signal processing, master-
ing and compact disc creation in a single easy-to-use unit — the perfect “all-in-one”
solution for everyone from the biggest commercial audio facilities to project studios.
But the real power of MasterLink lies in the debut of CD24, a proprietary Alesis tech-
nology that offers
the world’s most
advanced CD-R
format. With
CD24, this is the
first system ca-
pable of produc-
ing CDs that
record and play
with up to 24-bit
/ 96kHz resolu-
tion using stan-
dard, inexpensive
CD-R media.

On the hard
disk recording
side, the Master-
Link is much
more than a
mixdown machine. The CD recorder is seamlessly linked with its built-in hard disk
recorder and all the essential tools for comprehensive digitalo signal processing, ran-
dom access editing and mastering. While recording to the unit’s huge 3.2 gigabyte
internal hard drive, you can choose any of the four industry standard sample rates
(44.1, 48, 88.2 or 96kHz) and three word lengths (16-, 20- and 24-bit). Sample rate
and bit rate conversion is available.

Once your tracks are stored on hard disk, the MasterLink gives you editing capa-
bilities that were never available with standalone DAT recorders. Build and store 16
playlists, each with up to 99 songs. Use the editing toolbox to adjust gain for each
track, set precise start and end points and even access Join and Split functions. State-
of-the-art 24-bit converters ensure that the sonics are unmatched by any other unit in
this price range. Now add built in tools for creating polished stereo masters: Equaliza-
tion, compression, normalization and peak limiting. Finally, write your music to the
world’s first 24-bit / 96kHz CD recorder simply by pushing a single button.

We’ll have a hands on look at the MasterLink as soon as the first one arrives. In
the meantime, you can call us for additional information and low Sweetwater pricing!

KORG TRITON UPDATE
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— Continued from Page 12   Band, Daniel took his talents and hunger for knowledge to Berklee,
where he worked on a dual major of Music Production and Engineering and Music Synthesis. To
celebrate receiving his degrees, he bought a Korg M1 and started a MIDI consulting company and
spent time in music retail in the Boston area. By 1992, he was working at Kurzweil's Research and
Development Facility as the QA Tester for the K2000 and was promoted to Soundware Engineer. In
1994, Daniel started doing freelance programming and was flown to California to be part of a 5-
man team that completely re-voiced the Alesis QuadraSynth. He was subsequently hired by Alesis
to do the General MIDI set for the QuadraSynth and new QS Piano+.

Since joining the Sweetwater team, Daniel has been involved with the creation of some of the
best-rated CD-ROMs in the business, including Ultimate Guitars and Grand Pianos. The work
he does is nothing short of extraordinary. Hearing him demonstrate his sounds is the primary
reason I bought a K2500.

One of the other things that Daniel and his right hand man and Assistant Soundware Engineer,
Gary Phillips, do is design and create value added packages for our customers. These could be
something as simple as a “Top Ten” questions information sheet for a specific product or as com-
plex as a complete ADAT test tape that includes standard Test Tones, Track Assignment Tests, High
Frequency Test Tones, 1/3 Octave Test Tones, White and Pink Noise, Phase Tests, Digital Silence
Tests, and Tuning Notes for Guitars, Basses and Horns.

Please note a new feature I've introduced to Sweet Notes in this issue, our “Employee Spot-
light” — I firmly believe that the “Sweetwater Difference” is personified in the incredible people
who work here. Some of these folks work behind the scenes and some work directly with our
customers, but they are all dedicated to providing the highest level of customer service in our
industry. I'd like to recognize these hard working (and sometimes very unique) individuals by pro-
viding you with a picture and a quick profile. I hope you enjoy meeting the members of the Sweetwater
family as much as I enjoy working with them!

Rock and Roll!
Employee Spotlight

Name: Daniel Fisher
Title: Director of Soundware Engineering
Years at Sweetwater: Five
What were you doing before you joined the
Sweetwater Team?: I was a Soundware Engineer
at Kurzweil's R&D Facility and taught Music Synthe-
sis and MIDI Composition at Powers Music School.
What in life best prepared you for the work
you do at Sweetwater and why?: Two Degrees
from Berklee College of Music, a B.M. in Music Syn-
thesis and B.M. in Music Production and Engineer-
ing (both Cum Laude). Although music is its main
focus, Berklee stresses all the things you need to
know in order to make a living with music, regard-
less of which area your dreams lead you.
What did you dream about doing for a living when you were growing up?: Program-
ming Synthesizers — honest. I used to cut out pictures of them in the mid-'70s and paste them into
a scrapbook. I learned what the knobs were before I even got a chance to play a synth.
Describe the most dramatic situation in which you provided the "Sweetwater Differ-
ence" for a customer?: One of our customers had spent literally five months of sampling, pro-
gramming and sequencing on a Kurzweil to create the music for a very large, live production. An
accident made the internal hard drive unreadable thus trashing the entire show. I was able to call in
a favor from a close friend in the industry and they were able to recover most of the data.
Favorite Hobby: Live performance on Keys and Guitars with my blues band, “Funk 'n Blues.”
Most unusual/creative solution to a customer problem: Many of our K2000 customers
were very disappointed that Kurzweil's KB3 Mode (B3 Drawbar Simulator) only worked on the
K2500. Kurzweil at that time stated that it was impossible to do this on a K2000. Naturally this made
me invent one for the K2000. We then released our SW_K2B3 file to the world (for free!) on our Web
site. To date, it has been downloaded by thousands of Kurzweil owners.
What makes working at Sweetwater fun for you?: Being surrounded by a building full of
people (including the President) who get excited about the same stuff I do.
Favorite movie you've recently seen or rented: “Blast From The Past” — I love movies that
say “What if . . .” and then actually go for it.
Guilty pleasure of choice: I have every Simpsons episode taped, first generation with no com-
mercials. (That's right, I've edited every Simpsons since 1991 in real-time.)
Place you'd most like to visit on your next vacation:  Hawaii, a dream my wife Joan and I share.
What is the most important thing you've learned at Sweetwater?: What people really
want. What makes people happy with what they've purchased. (Not theories, but real-life examples.)
Favorite magazine: Keyboard Magazine
Real-life Hero: Joe Lester, Graphics Designer for Sweetwater (seriously.) He takes vague ideas
that are given to him and quickly turns them into powerful, fully polished, graphic realities. And he
does it a different way every time. I am humbled by his output.
How would your boss describe you?: He might say that I can always be counted on for an idea.

INSIDE THE SWEETWATER DIFFERENCE
— Continued from Page 7
range selectors provide frequency selections from 12Hz all the way to to 25kHz at 1/4 octave intervals.
Avalon claims their AD2077 mastering equalizer is the most musically transparent analog EQ available
today, and who could argue with them?

Another offering from Avalon is the U5 Mono Instrument And DI Preamplifier ($595 list).
The U5 high-voltage DI-preamp combines a unique passive tone selector with a variable gain preamp
and filter. The high input impedance accepts a wide variety of signal levels and instruments from acous-
tic guitars to high-output active bass guitars and keyboards. The U5 direct box is loaded with sonic
character and the kind of user features professionals demand like a variable gain preamp (to +30dB);
ultra low noise (-100dB); dual mic and line level outputs; six tone bank selections and a HF cut switch
that eliminates noise.

If a premium mic preamp is what you need, you might just want to consider the M5 Pure Class
A Preamplifier ($1600 list). Avalon microphone preamplifiers have been in use around the world
since 1986. All Avalon preamplifiers share the combined technologies of low ratio transformer balanced
inputs coupled with high-voltage cascade FET twin bipolar discrete class A amplifiers. What’s so special
about the M5? First off, it was designed specifically to capture musically balanced harmonic detail. It has
low noise and high headroom (+30dB) plus a variable highpass filter, accurate 2dB stepped gain control
and even a high impedance DI instrument input.

Clearly, Avalon equipment isn’t for everyone. You know it and they know it. But if you need the
quality and features that these units possess, why not give your Sweetwater Sales Engineer a call and
find out more about the phenomenal gear from Avalon, along with your special Sweetwater pricing.

Avalon Designs

— Continued from Page 11   can record in real time using the ER-1’s 12 trigger pads.  And, of course,
all knob movements can be recorded with the “Motion Sequence” function just like on the Electribe
A.  Naturally, you’ll have no problem syncing the ER-1 to the EA-1 or any other external MIDI device
for that matter by using MIDI Clock or the Tap Tempo function.

To top it all off, Korg introduced the KAOSS Pad dynamic effect / controller ($350 list) which
puts realtime effect processing at your fingertips for any type of audio source.  The X-Y pad lets you
control separate parameters in the horizontal and vertical directions. You can do things like simul-
taneously control the delay time and the feedback of a delay line, or simultaneously modify the
cutoff and resonance of a filter. It can be controlled as if you were playing a musical instrument.
The X-Y pad can be tapped or scraped, making it possible to control the effects in time with a
rhythm or musical phrase.  The KAOSS Pad comes with sixty versatile effect programs such as de-
lays, reverbs, pitch shifters, filters, flangers, phasers and pan.  Effects can be selected by turning a
knob, and can also be assigned to any of the six buttons for immediate recall.  There is even a hold
button to freeze the effect setting at the current location on the X-Y pad. The KAOSS Pad can even
sample an external audio source like a mic or CD player for a maximum of 5 seconds at 48kHz. You
can then control that sound from the X-Y pad using trippy effects like time stretch, reverse playback
and pitch change.  This is a great way to add sampled effects into your live set.  Not only is the
KAOSS Pad a cool effects processor, but it’s a MIDI controller too!  By connecting a MIDI device to
the MIDI Out of the KAOSS Pad you can use it to control synthesizers, samplers, effects, or other
external devices. With the low list prices, great sounds and cool features of the Electribe series and
KAOSS Pad, Korg has definitely found the cure for the common groove.

Call your Sweetwater Sales Engineer for more info and special low pricing on these exciting
new products. Better still, order all three and start building your own rhythm empire for the upcom-
ing new Millennium. — Gary Phillips

KORG ELECTRIBE

— Continued from Page 6
bass-reflex cabinet for powerful and accurate bass response. These speakers are driven directly
by a 60-watt amp for the woofer and a 30-watt amp for the tweeter, using a fourth-order active
crossover. Response is adjustable via high and low frequency controls on the rear of the monitor.

The DS-90s become even more impressive, however, when coupled with a VS workstation,
or a VM Series digital mixer. These recording and mixing products contain onboard COSM-based
Speaker Modeling which have been specially developed using the DS-90 monitors. Speaker Mod-
eling allows users to select from a variety of sonic “models” of the world's favorite studio refer-
ence monitors, from high-end active models to those white-coned studio standards, as well as
realistic simulations of TV / boombox speakers and more. You can simply select from these mod-
els to hear how a mix translates to a variety of different speakers with stunningly accurate
results. So instead of switching between monitors at mixdown, you just plug into a set of DS-90s.

Connections include 24-bit digital inputs (optical and coaxial), as well as XLR and 1/4-inch
TRS analog ins. When the digital inputs are used in conjunction with a Roland VS or VM product,
users gain access to a true all-digital audio environment — from input to effects to speakers.

The DS-90s are amazing. Even if you aren’t ready to use them digitally, the speakers sound
fantastic on their own. Best of all, we have DS-90s in stock right now at a surprisingly affordable
Sweetwater price, so call your Sweetwater Sales Engineer today to order a set for your studio!

ROLAND DS-90 24-BIT MONITORS



First of all, I would again like to thank
you all for the e-mail I’ve been getting. I
know some of you may be disappointed
because I couldn’t answer your specific
questions, but I made an effort to respond
to each and every one of your messages.
In particular I have enjoyed some of the
personal compliments (who wouldn’t)
regarding both this column and about the
sounds I have created for Sweetwater
(and others) through my small company,
Stratus Sounds.

What is ironic is that with this
increase in e-mail, I have gotten quite a
few responses to my original discussion
of the 24 / 96 issue (as in 24-bit / 96kHz).
I would say that 90% of the mail I have
received seem to support my position regarding this subject (which is that a new
standard is fine, but that most of us are still not getting the most out of our 16-bit /
44.1kHz equipment). It would be impossible to print even a small percentage of the
mail I got on this issue, but the following message from Tim Scott of Crow Caw Music
in San Diego is very representative of the general consensus.

Tim writes: “I appreciated your candid comments about 24/96 vs 16/44.1. For
my own particular purposes, there is no more cost effective way to record and mix
than to use the (Roland) VS1680. I do 90% MIDI, with occasional guitar parts layered
on. I would never go computer HD recording after reading about the issues involved,
and watching a friend on mine trying to dump his (tape-based recorders) so he can
do 24/96 computer recording. It's a nightmare. But again, this is just for me, but the
point I'm trying to make is that you have to make a realistic evaluation of what
you're trying to do and what you can afford to spend. If I didn't have the $2200 to
get the VS-1680, I would have bought a used VS-880EX for $1000 or so. If I couldn't
afford that I would pick up a good cassette 4 tracker. Etc.

“As far as 24/96 goes, I believe it's just one more manifestation of  the gear lust
(mics, outboard, mastering, plug ins, etc., etc.) that audio people and musicians get
into. Does anybody for an instant think that a hardcore urban rap record will sound
better (or more to the point, that
it will sell more units) if it's
recorded in full digital 24/96?
Ludicrous. How about the Chili
Peppers' new release. There is
plainly audible distortion on it —
would it have mattered if it were
recorded through a $1 million
Neve or SSL? Now if you
specialize in acoustic jazz or
classical recording, certainly you
ought to look into 24/96 — but
by that time you'd better have
spent many (thousands of
dollars) on mics, preamps,
cabling, connectors, patch bays
and monitoring gear . . .

“I have no illusions about the VS-1680's "24 bit" claim, but for my needs, as I
say, it's fine. If I had the talent of Lennon, McCartney and George Martin I could
create a record sonically equal to ‘Sgt. Pepper's’ with the VS1680. It's not (the) tool
that's limiting me. Gee, it almost sounds like I know what I'm talking about.”

I appreciate Tim allowing me to print his e-mail (with a few tiny edits). Folks,
the subject is still open, so let me know what’s on your mind. I’d sure be interested in
the opinions of those musicians who feel they cannot live without 24 /96. (And just
for the record, the VS-1680 does indeed record at 44.1kHz using a full 24-bit format,
though the onboard A/D and D/A converters are 20-bit.)

Ultimately, a lot of this goes back to plain old gear lust. I think we all want the
best tools and feel that these tools will enable us to make better music. Now I’m not
immune to this affliction, as anyone who has seen me drool over a gorgeous Paul
Reed Smith or Gibson flame top guitar can attest to. And actually, I have most recently
been fighting off the digital mixer bug — but I mean, come on, who wouldn’t want
automated mixing capabilities? In my case, I’m perfectly happy with an analog mixer
(and I’d be thrilled with an Oram analog board, but that’s a whole other story), but
having the ability to capture all my fader moves, EQ, panning, etc. would be such an
incredible time-saver. Still, I would still never use anything but my Oram MWS as
the microphone preamp in any setup — it just sounds way too sweet.
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     Another piece of gear that’s slowly
creeping into my consciousness is the
Alesis Masterlink ML9600 with its
elegant combination of hard disk
recording and CD mastering — and yes,
I know it has 24-bit / 96kHz capabilities
(and I know the resultant CDs would
sound great through my DVD player
which is optically linked to my amp for
audio). I think what impresses me most
about this unit is the combination of
features and its incredibly affordable
price (which is actually less than what I
paid for a CD burner alone about two
years ago).
      Oh no . . . now it’s going to be hard to
stop! Okay, since I’m building my wish

list for the year 2000 (or sooner if someone out there feels absurdly generous!), I
think I might actually want to retire my studio monitors (sorry, but I’m not saying
which brand or model I currently use) and go with a pair of Mackie HR824s. I like
the idea of an active speaker system for many reasons, not the least of which is the
fact that the amplifier is perfectly matched to its respective driver. This, in turn —
at least theoretically — should produce more accurate audio. Now if only the Mackie
people would build a matching subwoofer.

Finally, since I’m going all out and spending money I really don’t have, I think I
would seriously consider going 16-track. Since I can easily upgrade my existing
ADAT to 16 tracks by purchasing a second unit and a single interface cable, that
would be the simplest solution (there’s even room for it in my rack). A second option
that I’m strongly drawn to is Roland’s VS-1680. With this machine I would have the
benefits of a portable, tabletop recorder that’s compact, yet powerful and includes
such amazing features as the COSM microphone modeling technology plus all the
other onboard digital effects. I probably shouldn’t say this, but I probably use my 8-
year-old Roland reverb for the bulk of my recordings because of its lush room
simulations, versatility (can’t beat that Roland chorus effect) and ease-of-use.

All right, I think I’m done, at least for now. Fortunately I have all the mics I
really feel I need, including
matched AKG 414s (how can you
go wrong with those?), a pair of
absolutely superb Earthworks
TC40Ks and a few ancillary mics
for the odd job like miking a guitar
cabinet or bass drum.
     In any case, thinking about
what we might do to improve our
music-making capabilities is a lot
of fun and still absolutely free
(don’t tell the government). Of
course, when you talk to people
who really know audio, they would
most likely say that the best way
to improve the sound of any studio
is through the proper use of

acoustic panels to correct all the horrible things the average room can do to your mix.
I’m sure that, like me, you’ve finished what you thought was a pretty hot mix,

only to hear it in a different environment and wonder, “What the heck happened to
that big fat bass line?” If that’s happened to you (and I’m willing to bet it has), you
were a victim of the spare room mixing curse. What sounded absolutely fantastic in
that heavily carpeted, 14 x 18 project studio often literally falls apart when heard in
somebody else’s 20 x 26 living room with cathedral ceiling. I know some musicians
that won’t trust any mix unless they play it in their car and it sounds good.

All of which goes to prove that we can have fun spending money — and believe
me, I have a ball doing it, just ask the folks at American Express — or you can invest
wisely and make your existing equipment actually perform up to the standards it
may be capable of. Ultimately the choice is ours. Those of you out there who are
fortunate enough to be able to afford great new gear and put it in an acoustically
correct room . . . well, my hat’s off to you. You’ve obviously worked incredibly hard to
save up the bucks and deserve the best. Either that or you have a ridiculously rich
uncle that gets a kick out of hearing your music. Hey, that would be just fine with me.

Okay, that’s it for me this issue. I hope I’ll continue to hear from all of you out
there on a variety of topics. In the meantime, keep making music!

Jim Miller can be reached at jim_miller@mindspring.com
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and more!

Sweetwater is growing at an incredible rate. Which means we need highly
qualified people who have a passion for music technology to join our sales
team! If you know someone that you feel might fit in that category, we want to
know about them. If we hire them, we’ll pay you $250. It’s that simple: A name
and a phone number. We do the rest. Think what you could do with that extra
money in your pocket. And you’d be doing someone a favor, as well: We offer
our employees a great working environment, excellent pay and benefits, plus
the additional bonus of living in a community with all the big city conveniences,
but almost none of the headaches (traffic, crime, pollution, etc.). What’s more,
Fort Wayne real estate is some of the most affordable in the country. So don’t
wait another minute! Put us in touch with a future Sweetwater employee today
and walk off with some extra spending money!

(800) 222-4700
Call and ask for the Career Center or send
us e-mail at “careers@sweetwater.com”

   ANOTHER SWEETWATER EXCLUSIVE:
THE MUSIC INDUSTRY CAREER CENTER
   IS NOW ONLINE!

http://www.music-careers.com

5335 BASS RD,  FORT WAYNE, IN 46808


